All MD simulations and part of analysis were carried out using the software package AMBER 10[1]. Constant temperature MD simulations were performed using an implicit solvation model [2] with the collision frequency of 1 and 2 fs time step. The SHAKE algorithm was used as constraints for covalent bonds including hydrogen atoms. The completely extended conformation was built up as the initial structure, based on which 50 trajectories with different initial conditions were simulated at 315 K for 200 ns. These 50 trajectories
thus cover 10 µs simulations of protein folding, and provide enough data for building the free energy landscape. Typical structures along the folding path were selected. The RMSD (root mean square deviation) and Rg (Radius of gyration) were used as the reaction coordinates to build up the free energy landscape. For each of the selected structure, quantum mechanics (QM) calculations were used to compute ultraviolet signals.
II. QUANTUM MECHANICS/MOLECULAR MECHANICS (QM/MM) SIMU-

LATIONS OF ELECTRONIC TRANSITIONS
Ultraviolet (UV) signals of proteins are dominated by electronic transitions of peptide bond backbone produce far UV features from 190 to 250 nm, as shown in Fig. S1 . Trp-cage has 19 peptide bonds. Parameters for the transition energies of isolated chromophores (peptide bond unit or aromatic amino acids), the resonant couplings, electric and magnetic dipole moments come from calculations of the excited states by CASSCF/SCRF (the completeactive space self-consistent-field) method implemented within a self-consistent reaction field in MOLCAS [3] . The electronic structures of amino side chains in proteins were computed at the density functional theory (DFT) level B3LYP/6-311++G** method implemented in the GAUSSIAN03 package [4] . Based on the Frenkel exciton model, the matrix method in DichroCalc program [6, 7] uses the parameters from EHEF to build Hamiltonian.
The QM and MM outputs were combined by the exciton Hamiltonian with electrostatic fluctuations (EHEF) algorithm to construct the effective exciton Hamiltonian. EHEF calculates the electrostatic potential, inter-and intra-molecular interactions, and the corrected transition energies under environmental fluctuations at the QM level for each MD snapshot [5] . Interactions of chromophores with local electrostatic fields come from the rest of the protein and the surrounding solvent which shift the excited state energies. A chromophore interacts with surroundings through long range Coulombic interactions, which results in the inter-and intra-molecular electrostatic corrections (excitation energy shifts).
where ε me is the energy for the ground state 0 of chromophore m being excited to the state e, which is calculated as the summation of the excited energy of the isolated chromophore (ε me,0 ) and the inter-and intra-molecular electrostatic corrections. k runs over all the atomic or molecular sites surrounding the excited chromophore, is the dielectric constant, r m and r k are the positions coordinates, and ρ gg m and ρ gg k (ρ ee m ) represent the ground (excited) state charge density.
The resonant coupling between singly-excited states me and nf is
here ρ eg me (r m ) and ρ gf nf (r n ) are the transition charge densities. The direct implementation of Eq. 1 and 2 is too expensive for the present applications.
Since the chromophores interact with many surrounding atoms or molecules, evaluating the factor [ρ ee m (r m ) − ρ gg m (r m )]ρ gg k (r k ) or ρ eg me (r m )ρ gf nf (r n ) will require a huge number of integrations of four basis wavefunctions over space. This is one of the most serious bottlenecks in standard quantum chemistry calculations. EHEF offers a good balance of accuracy and cost to compute these parameters. The algorithm consists of five steps:
1. We define an atomic frame A ij (R ij , θ, γ) for each pair of atoms A i and A j in the molecule. Here R ij = r A i − r A j is the atom-atom vector, and the angle θ and dihedral angle γ are relative to the whole molecule.
2. For each atomic frame, we construct a set of (∼ ten) planar disks perpendicular to R ij , whose centers lie on R ij , located in the range ±1.5|R ij |. Each disk is divided into a limited number of (typically 20 to 50) grids. The grids are stored with internal coordinates relative to the atomic frame.
3. Each grid in the atomic frame is divided into a large number of (typically 1000) small sub-grids. Using standard quantum chemistry methods, we compute the electronic charge by integrating charge density (both permanent and transition densities) over space [5] . q mµ,i,j represents the transition charges of sub-grid µ in the A ij atomic frame of the m-th molecule. UV spectra are simulated using the SPECTRON code with the protocol described in ref. [8, 9] . The 2DUV photon echo signal is generated by four impulsive coherent short laser pulses, labeled by their wavevectors k 1 , k 2 , k 3 , and k 4 , with k 4 = −k 1 + k 2 + k 3 . The absorption change of the k 4 beam is recorded as a function of the three consecutive delay times: t 1 , t 2 , and t 3 . 2D signals in the UV region were obtained assuming four Gaussian laser pulses with full width at half maximum (FWHM) bandwidth 3754 cm −1 (∼24nm) and combinations of laser pulses with polarizations along the x or y axis). 2D signals were computed by two-dimensional Fourier transform t 1 → Ω 1 and t 3 → Ω 3 for t 2 = 0. The signals are plotted on a non-linear scale that interpolates between logarithmic for small values and linear for large values thus revealing both the strong and weak features. The signal S is multiplied by a scale factor c to make its maximum close to 1, and then we plot
III. CALCULATION OF APPROXIMATE ENTROPY (APEN)
Approximate entropy (ApEn) has been widely used to quantify the complexity of biomedical data, such as the use of ApEn of the electroencephalogram data in diagnosing Alzheimer's disease. [10] Given N data points from a evolution series {x(n)} = x(1), x(2), . . . ,x(N ),
to calculate ApEn, one should apply the following steps: 2. Define the distance between vectors X m (i) and X m (j), d[X m (i), X m (j)], as the maximum absolute difference between their scalar components:
3. Define a threshold value r, (r = 0.1 ∼ 0.25SD x as suggested by Pincus [11] ,where SD x is the standard deviation of the original data). For a given X m (i), count the number of j (1 ≤ j ≤ N − m + 1, j = i), denoted as C i , such that the distance between X m (i) and X m (j) is less than or equal to r. Then, for 1 ≤ i ≤ N − m + 1, we have
5. We increase the dimension to m + 1 and repeat the above steps to compute C m+1 i (r) and θ m+1 (r).
The ApEn is computed as
ApEn(m, r) = lim N →∞ [θ m (r) − θ m+1 (r)]
The ApEn values depend on the value of r and m. Here we employed m = 2 and r = 0.25SD x , as reported in Pincus' studies [11] and other ApEn applications [10, 12] .
IV. APEN OF 2DUV SIGNALS BASED ON EVERY MD SNAPSHOT
All the inhomogeneous spectra given in the main text were obtained by averaging over 100 MD snapshots for each state point, while we have also confirmed the same evolution behaviors for the ApEn of 2DUV signals computed directly on every MD snapshot, as shown in Fig. S2 . 6 
